
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

South Portugal: Selfguided + Flight + Motorcycle Transport (M-ID: 3028)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3028-south-portugal-selfguided-plus-flight-plus-motorcycle-transport

from €2,250.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
8 days

Southern Portugal and Andalusia with your own motorcycle! Spain - Portugal: Doñana Natural Park,
Monchique, Cabo Sao Vicente, Aracena

The tour without guide is a good option for experienced
individual riders and groups who prefer to follow your own
rhythm and still enjoy the service of a perfect organization.
Because we take care of the hotel reservations,
transportation and flight and transfers. So you can fully
enjoy your vacation!

to the itinerary:

Approximately 10 days before the outbound flight we pick
up your motorcycle and luggage at home and transport it to
Málaga. There we deposit it in our garage near the airport.
Your flight goes only with hand luggage. We will pick you up
at the airport in Malaga and bring you to the garage where
your motorcycle will be waiting for you. And the adventure
begins!

Arrival:
- approx. 10 days before outbound flight, loading of
motorcycles and luggage
- afterwards motorcycle transport to Malaga
- 1st day arrival and flight to Malaga
- tour start on the 2nd day at 10 a.m.

Return journey:

- 6th day approx. 18.00 arrival at the hotel in Malaga
- 7th day, return flight from Malaga
- Motorcycle transport from Malaga to Germany
- approx. 10 days after return flight delivery of motorcycles
and luggage
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Countries Portugal

Spain

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

your own, transfer incl.

Tourguide / Coach no (self-guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

3 star hotel

4 star hotel

Flight to / from yes, incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty medium

difficult

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared/double room (the booking of a double room is only available for a
booking of two people. All single travelers are asked to choose the single room
surcharge or choose to share a twin room with another tour participant)

€2,250.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers cannot book
without an accompanying rider)

€1,250.00

per person single room (surcharge – all single travelers need to choose either the single
unshared room surcharge or a shared twin room surcharge depending on their
preference)

€350.00

-

Optional:

Motorcycle pickup and drop-off also directly from/to home if it is within 100 km
distance from one of our pickup points or along our route from one point to another. For
distances greater than 100 km, the additional cost is 100€ per route.

€50.00

Our pricing models include a fixed price when you drop off your motorcycle at our pick-
up points in Herbolzheim, Nordhorn, Hannover, Eberswalde.

-

Prices for bookings up to 4 weeks before departure, for short-term bookings surcharges
for increased airfares possible.
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Included

Motorcycle transport to Malaga, with motorcycle drop-off and pick-up at one of our drop-off locations in
Herbolzheim, Nordhorn, Hannover, Eberswalde

Flight to Malaga and back from Berlin, Amsterdam, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Munich; other connections possible
at extra charge

7 nights hotel accommodation with breakfast in double room, 3 - 4 stars

Parking fees

Guide + GPX data: 6 day tours with 100% asphalt, very curvy and demanding, when changing hotels, the
luggage must be carried on the motorcycle.

Not included

Everything that is not specified under features

Additional fee for pickup and return at home, see prices

More details

Duration: 8 days / 6 riding days

Total distance: 1.800 km

Daily stages: 5 - 7 hours

Registration deadline: 8 weeks before the start of the tour, short-term bookings are only possible with an
additional charge for the more expensive flights.

Tour without guide is bookable from February to June and September to November!

Further dates gladly on request

Our pricing models include a fixed price when you drop off your motorcycle at our pick-up points in
Herbolzheim, Nordhorn, Hannover, Eberswalde.

For group bookings we will be happy to make you an individual offer!

Arrival day:

Airport: Malaga, Spain (AGP)

Motorcycle and luggage pick up in our garage

The First Night Hotel is just a few minutes walk from the garage

Departure day

Airport: Malaga, Spain (AGP)

Motorcycle and luggage drop off in our garage

travel time: 2 hours before the flight
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